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Abstract—Backscatter communication has been a popular
choice in low-power/battery-free sensor nodes development. How-
ever, the effect of RF source to receiver distance on the operating
range of this communication system has not been modeled accu-
rately. In this paper, we propose a model for a bistatic backscatter
system coverage map based on the receiver selectivity, receiver
sensitivity, and geometric placement of the receiver, RF source,
and the tag. To verify our proposed model and simulations, we
perform an experiment using a low-cost commercial BLE receiver
and a custom-designed BLE backscatter tag. We also show that
the receiver selectivity might depend on the interference level,
and present measurement results to signify how this dependence
relates the system bit error rate to the RF excitation power.

I. INTRODUCTION

The interest in low power devices and sensor nodes is prolif-
erating in recent years. Backscatter communication has shown
great potential in reducing the communication power for many
sensor nodes and has been successfully demonstrated in many
applications such as battery-free video streaming [31, 18],
audio phone [33], indoor localization [24, 23, 22], human
activity recognition [30, 9, 12] and brain interfaces [29].
Unlike a monostatic backscatter system such as passive RFID,
where a reader provides the excitation signal and listens to
the tag reflections, three devices are involved in a bistatic
backscatter communication, as shown in Fig. 1. The transmit-
ter (TX) generates an RF excitation signal (blue signal), the
tag modulates the excitation signal reflection of its antenna by
switching the impedance connected to it (green signal), and
the receiver (RX) listens to the reflection to decode the tag
data. Also, the excitation signal propagates directly from the
TX to the RX. Compared to conventional active radios, the
backscatter links have a shorter communication range, since
the RF signal is experiencing two propagation losses, from TX
to tag and from tag to RX.

Two receiver characteristics have a direct effect on de-
termining backscatter communication range, sensitivity, and
selectivity. The receiver sensitivity determines the weakest
signal detectable by the receiver. It can be calculated based
on the receive channel bandwidth, receiver noise figure, and
the minimum signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) required for demod-

Fig. 1: Block diagram of a backscatter communication
system. The receiver should demodulate the tag reflections
under excitation signal interference. Excitation signal is shown
in blue and tag modulated signal in green.

ulating the signal [26]. The receiver selectivity specifies the
strongest in-band interference the receiver can handle with
minimal effect on its sensitivity. The receiver selectivity is
typically measured based on the interferer frequency offset to
the desired signal. RF front-end linearity, gain, and baseband
frequency filters have a direct effect on the receiver selectivity.

In a communication link between two active radios, re-
ceiver selectivity is only important when the desired signal
is weak, and a nearby strong interferer is present. However,
in backscatter communication, the tag relies on the excitation
signal from another source to communicate its data. So, the
excitation signal appears as a strong in-band interference.
In other words, unlike active links that might suffer from
interference, the backscatter links always experience a strong
interference. Furthermore, since the backscatter tag does not
generate a signal of its own and only reflects the excitation
signal, the backscatter signal power directly depends on the
excitation signal power. By changing the excitation power,
both the desired and the interference signal powers change
at the receiver. While the monostatic backscatter system use
dedicated circuitry to minimize the TX interference at the
receiver, the bistatic backscatter systems rely on the path loss
between the TX and RX to limit the TX interference. Thus,
the receiver selectivity performance and TX interference’s
effect must be carefully accounted for in designing bistatic
backscatter communication systems.978-1-7281-5576-0/20/$31.00 ©2020 IEEE



Onesolutiontorelaxthereceiverselectivityrequirement
thatiswidelyusedinbackscattersystemsissubcarriermodu-
lation[31,18,33,24,23,22,30,9,12,29,16].Inthistech-
nique,thetagmodulatesitsdatawithasubcarrier,whichshifts
thetagoutputspectrumawayfromtheexcitationfrequency.
Fromthereceiverpointofview,thistechniquepushestheTX
interferenceoutofthedesiredsignalchannel.Increasingthe
subcarriermodulationfrequencyintagincreasesthefrequency
separationbetweenthedesiredsignalandtheinterferenceat
theRX.Sincethereceiverselectivitytypicallyimprovesby
increasingthefrequencyoffset,thistechniquewouldrelax
thereceiverselectivityrequirement.However,modulatingthe
tagdatawithahigherfrequencysignalincreasestagpower
consumption.Also,itincreasesswitchinglossesinthetagRF
switch.Moreover,thistechniquehasdiminishingreturnssince
theselectivityofmanycommercialreceiversimprovesslowly
athigherfrequencyoffsets[2,6].
Acommonwayofmeasuringthebackscattercommunica-

tionrangeintheliteratureisbyplacingthebackscattertagone
meterawayfromtheexcitationsource,movethereceiverona
straightlinefromthesetwounitsandmeasurethebiterrorrate
(BER)[34,36,17].Thismeasurementsetuponlyaddresses
thereceiver’ssensitivityroleinlimitingthecommunication
rangeanddoesnotcharacterizethereceiverselectivityeffect.
Thelineofsightpropagationlossat1meter(TX-tagdistance)
is40dBatthe2440MHzISMband.Thus,inthesesetups,
thereceivedexcitationsignalpowerisalmost40dBhigher
thanthetagmodulatedsignal,whichmeansthereceiver’s
selectivityeffectonthecommunicationrangeisnotcaptured
aslongasitisbetterthan40dB.Manylow-costcommercial
radioshavereceiverselectivitylessthan50dBatfewMHz
offsets[2,6],whichcouldbecomethelimitingfactorasthe
TX-tagdistanceincreases.
Furthermore,severalpreviousworkshaveusedasingle

frequencyintheirevaluations[32,14,35].TheRFpropagation
issubjecttomulti-pathloss,whichisfrequency-andspatial-
dependant.Theexcitationinterferencecanbesuppressedby
placingtheRXatalocation wheretheexcitationsignal
experiencesahighmulti-pathloss.Tocapturetheeffectof
thereceiver’sselectivityonthecommunicationrange,the
evaluationshouldbedoneonafewdifferentfrequencies.
Inreal-worldapplications,theexcitationsource,tag,and

receivermighthaveanygeometricplacementwithrespectto
eachother,soamoreaccurateprocedureisrequiredtochar-
acterizethebackscattercommunicationrange.Inthispaper,
wehaveacloserlookatthebackscattercommunicationrange,
specifically,fromtheperspectiveofthereceiverselectivity.We
providesimulationresultsforthebackscattercommunication
rangeandhowitislimitedbythereceiversensitivityor
selectivity,dependingontheplacementofthedevices.Finally,
weuseasampleBluetoothbackscattersystemtodemonstrate
thereceiverselectivityeffectonthebackscatterrangein
real-worldscenariosandverifythe modelresults. Weuse
omnidirectionalantennasandsweepthefrequencyoverthe
entire2.4GHzISMbandtocaptureamoreaccurateimageof
thebistaticbackscattercommunicationrange.

II.BACKSCATTERRANGEMODELING

Tounderstandtheeffectofthereceiverselectivityonthe
backscattercommunicationrange,weneedtounderstandhow
thereceiverperformanceisaffectedbyablockersignal.A
blockerisapowerfulsignalinthevicinityofthedesired
signal.Thereceivershouldfilterouttheblockerbeforede-
modulatingthedesiredsignal.Thereceiverdatasheetsoften
useselectivitytoreferencemodulatedinterferenceandblocker
rejectiontoreferenceunmodulated(continuous-wave)interfer-
ence[2].Previousworksonbistaticbackscatterhaveshown
thefeasibilityofusingmodulatedexcitationsignals[35,36,
11,25]andcontinuous-waveexcitationsignal[20,32,17,34].
Weusetheterm selectivityintherestofthistextwithout
consideringtheinterferermodulationtype.

A.ExplainingSelectivity

Practicalfiltershavelimitedbandwidthtocenterfrequency
ratio, makingitchallengingandexpensivetofilteranin-
bandinterferenceathighfrequencies.AlthoughSAW,BAW,or
cavityfilterscanbeusedtobuildsharpfiltersathighfrequen-
cies,theyareexpensiveandarenotelectricallytunable[10].
Apopularlower-costsolutionistodown-convertboththe
desiredsignalandinterferencetobasebandfrequenciesand
thenfilterouttheinterference.However,thisapproachhas
severalimplicationsforthereceiverdesign.

First,thehigh-frequencycircuitsinthereceiverfront-end,
suchasthelownoiseamplifierandthemixer,havetopass
thestronginterferencesignalthroughthem.Ideally,theradio
front-endshouldoperatewithmaximumgaintominimizethe
noisecontributionoflaterstagesontheoverallreceivernoise
figure.Inacascadedamplifiersystem,theoverallnoisefigure
canbecalculatedbasedoneachamplifiergainandNFfrom
equation(1)[26].

NFtotal=1+(NF1−1)+
(NF2−1)

Ap1
+...+

(NFm−1)

Ap1...Am 1
(1)

Equation(1)expressesthatthenoisecontributionoflater
stagesisdividedbytheavailablepowergainofthestages
behindthem,sotoachievealownoisefigure,itisessentialto
havehighergainstagesearlyinthereceiverchain.However,
asdescribedaboveastronginterferencecausesthereceiver
gaintodrop,whichincreasestheoverallNFandlowersthe
receiversensitivity.Modernreceiverradiosuseautomaticgain
control(AGC),whichsetseachstategaindependingonthe
inputsignallevelstoachievethebestperformance.

Second,thereceivedhigh-frequencysignalismixedwithan
RXlocaloscillatortodown-converttobasebandfrequencies.
Inthisprocess,theRXlocaloscillator’smaintonecombines
withthedesiredsignaltogeneratethedesiredbasebandsignal.
Atthesametime,thetransmitterinterferencesignalcombines
withthereceiverlocaloscillatorphasenoisesideband.It
generatesanoisesignalatthesamefrequencyasthedesired
basebandsignal.Thisnoisesignaldirectlydegradethedesired
signalSNR.
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(c) RX-TX distance = 9m

Fig. 2: Sensitivity and selectivity boundary conditions for different TX-RX distances. The backscatter communication
range is limited to the points inside both contours. The selectivity is the limiting factor when RX and TX are close, while the
sensitivity limits the range for longer TX-RX distances.

Finally, the interference signal must be filtered out after
down-conversion. The RX baseband filters have limited stop-
band attenuation, which depends on the interference offset
frequency and the filter order. Higher-order filters consume
more power but have faster roll out between passband and
stopband frequencies. A small portion of the interference
signal that passes beyond the filter might drop the desired
channel signal to noise ratio for powerful interference.

B. Backscatter Sensitivity and Selectivity Criteria

To the best of our knowledge, previous works have only
considered the receiver sensitivity criterion in modeling the
backscatter communication range [20, 14]. However, the re-
ceiver selectivity can also limit the communication range based
on the devices’ relative distances. We use both criteria to
model a coverage map for a backscatter system.

Sensitivity determines the weakest signal power level de-
tectable by the receiver. In other words, if the receiver sensi-
tivity and desired signal power at the receiver are SenRX and
PRX respectively, the receiver sensitivity criterion to detect
the incoming signal is PRX > SenRX . For a backscatter link,
PRX can be calculated from equation (2) [15].

PRX =PTX + 10n log10

( λ

4πd1

)
+ 10n log10

( λ

4πd2

)

+GTX +GRX + 2Gtag − Losstag

(2)

where PTX is the transmitted power at the RF source, λ is
the signal wavelength, n is the path loss exponent, d1 and d2
are the TX-tag, and tag-RX distances, Losstag is the RF loss
in tag, GTX , GRX , and Gtag are the transmitter, receiver, and
tag antenna gains, respectively.

In addition to the receiver sensitivity, selectivity adds an-
other limitation to the operating range of the backscatter
communication systems. If the RF excitation signal power at
the receiver is PTX@RX and the receiver selectively is SelRX ,
the selectivity criterion for the receiver can be expressed as
PTX@RX - PRX < SelRX . Equation (3) relates PTX@RX to
the link parameters [15].

PTX@RX = PTX + 10n log10

( λ

4πd3

)
+GTX +GRX (3)

where d3 is the distance between the transmitter and receiver.

We combine equations (2), (3) and the sensitivity and
selectivity criteria to model the system communication range:

d1d2 < (
λ

4π
)2 ×

10[
1

10n (PTX+GTX+GRX+2Gtag−Losstag−SenRX)]
(4)

d1d2
d3

< (
λ

4π
)× 10[

1
10n (2Gtag−Losstag+SelRX)] (5)

Unlike an active radio link where the communication range
is determined by one number -the distance of the two devices-
, the communication range should be defined by the relative
distance of all three devices for a backscatter link. Equation (4)
relates the tag-RX and tag-TX distances to the receiver sen-
sitivity, and equation (5) brings the TX-RX distance into the
picture and relates the relative distance of all three devices to
the receiver selectivity. To derive these equations, we assume
that the transmitter and receiver antenna gains are equivalent
in different directions. One should consider the antenna gain
differences if this assumption is not valid. Based on the
equations, lower sensitivity or a higher selectivity expand the
communication range.

We use equations (4) and (5) to simulate the range of
a backscatter link. Fig. 2 shows our simulation results for
a backscatter communication system operating at 2.4 GHz
and for three different TX-RX distances. The blue and red
contours are the selectivity and sensitivity boundary condi-
tions, respectively. TX and RX positions are shown in black
circles. Successful communication is only possible if both
criteria are met, i.e., the points inside both contours are the
communication range of the system. For these simulations,
we assume n = 2, PTX = 10 dBm, SenRX = −97 dBm,
SelRX = 50 dB, Losstag = 4 dB, and no antenna gain for
the transmitter, receiver and tag.

Fig. 2 demonstrates that either of the sensitivity or selectiv-
ity requirements could limit the communication range of the
backscatter system, depending on the receiver characteristics
and the TX-RX distance. Selectivity is the dominant factor
for shorter TX-RX distances since the TX signal at the RX is
strong. As the TX-RX distance increases, the TX interference
power at the receiver decreases, and the sensitivity criterion
becomes the limiting factor.



(a) Tag block diagram. (b) Tag prototype
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Fig. 3: Custom BLE tag prototype.

C. Selectivity Dependence on Interference Power

The selectivity condition derived in equation (5) is inde-
pendent of the excitation power. Thus, unlike the sensitivity
requirement that can be met by increasing the RF excitation
power, increasing the excitation power does not help with
the selectivity condition. This independence from excitation
power is intuitive since the interference and backscatter signal
powers increase with the same rate by increasing the excitation
power, and their difference remains constant. However, this
is not entirely correct. The receiver selectivity itself could
be a function of the interference power. To understand the
effect of increasing excitation power on the backscatter link
performance, we need to consider this dependency. The stan-
dard procedure to report the receiver selectivity is to set the
desired signal power at 3 dBm higher than the sensitivity
level and increase the interferer power until the BER reaches
a predefined threshold [7]. Although this procedure provides
some insight into the receiver’s resilience against interferers,
it does not provide all the information required to model the
communication range of a backscatter system.

Based on the receiver sensitivity under interference at dif-
ferent interference powers, three scenarios are possible. If the
receiver sensitivity under interference increases with the same

rate as the interference increases, the receiver selectivity (the
difference between interference power and the desired signal
power) is constant with respect to the excitation signal power,
and increasing the excitation signal power does not change
the communication range. However, if the receiver sensitivity
under interference increases with a slower (faster) rate as the
interference increases, the receiver selectivity is an ascending
(descending) function of the excitation signal power, and the
communication range would expand (shrink) as the excitation
power increases.

III. CASE STUDY:
BLE BACKSCATTER AND CC2640R2F BLE TRANSCEIVER

We use a low-cost commercial BLE transceiver to demon-
strate the selectivity effect on the backscatter communica-
tion range and verify our model. The Texas Instruments
CC2640R2F [2] supports both LE Coded and LE 1M PHYs,
and its selectivity at 3MHz offset is reported 47dB for
125Kbps Coded PHY and 38dB for LE 1M PHY (uncoded).
As specified in the datasheet, increasing frequency offset does
not change the receiver selectivity by more than 3dB. We
use an offset frequency equal to 3.5MHz in our evaluations.



(a) Measurement setup.

(b) Measured receiver sensitivity at different interference levels.

Fig. 4: Selectivity Dependence to Interference Power. The
receiver selectivity at each interference level is calculated by
subtracting interference form the measured sensitivity.

We design a custom BLE backscatter tag to perform our
evaluations.

A. BLE Backscatter Tag Implementation

We use a custom design BLE backscatter tag to verify
the backscatter communication range model. BLE uses GFSK
(Gaussian Frequency Shift Keying) modulation [26] with bits
’0’ and ’1’ represented by a negative, and positive frequency
deviation, respectively. We implement all the BLE bitstream
processing steps, including CRC generation, whitening, FEC
encoding, and pattern mapping with Verilog, based on the BLE
v5.1 standard. We then program it on a Lattice ice40UP-5k [5]
low power FPGA. The FPGA controls a Skyworks SKY13317
RF switch [1]. The RF switch common port is connected to
the antenna, one input port is left open (Z1), and the other one
is connected to GND with a 47pF capacitor (Z2).

The tag reflects the incoming excitation signal in both upper
and lower side-bands. In this work, we use the lower side-
band since the CC2640R2F receiver has better selectivity for
positive offset frequencies than negative ones. Bits ’0’ and
’1’ are represented by modulating the impedance connected
to the antenna at 4 MHz, and 3 MHz, respectively. We use
a 24MHz reference oscillator and generate the 3 MHz and
4 MHz signals by dividing the reference oscillator to 8 and
6, respectively. In this implementation, the tag has a 3.5MHz
offset from the CW excitation signal and bits ’0’ and ’1’ have
500KHz frequency deviation from the center frequency. The
tag block diagram, prototype hardware, the reflections from
the two impedance connected to the antenna, and the resulted
BLE spectrum are shown in Fig. 3(a)-(d), respectively.
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Fig. 5: Backscatter range measurement result in line of
sight. At each point, we fix the TX and tag positions and
move the RX to find the maximum distance.

B. Measuring Selectivity Dependence on Interference Power

As mentioned in section II-C, the datasheet’s selectivity
information is not enough to calculate the backscatter com-
munication range. So, we perform a wired test to calculate
the receiver selectivity at different power levels. The test setup
is shown in Fig. 4a. We set a CC2640R2F to send out BLE
packets at 2440 MHz (desired signal), while another device
is set up to generate a continuous wave (CW) interference at
2443.5 MHz (Interferer). We use a tunable attenuator in front
of each device and combine the attenuator output signals using
a power combiner. We connect the power combiner output to
another CC2640R2F device that is set to listen to incoming
BLE packets at 2440 MHz. We use an Agilent N9340B
spectrum analyzer to de-embed the cable losses. We use the
SmartRF Studio tool from Texas Instruments to calculate the
BER.

Initially, we reduce the desired signal power at the receiver
until the BER is just below 1%. Then, we increase the
interferer power as long as the BER stays below 1%. Next,
we increase the interferer power in small steps, and each
time increase the desired signal power to bring back the BER
below 1%. Fig. 4b shows the interference power and the
corresponding signal power to keep the BER below 1% for
the BLE 1M and 125Kbps BLE Coded PHYs.

Interestingly, we observe two different trends for the BLE
1M and 125Kbps BLE Coded PHYs. The maximum achiev-
able selectivity is almost 50 dB for both PHYs. While the
125Kbps BLE coded PHY has a relatively constant selectivity
at different power levels, the BLE 1M PHY selectivity sud-
denly drops at specific power levels and slowly recovers after
that to a maximum of 50 dB. The superior performance of
the 125Kbps PHY shows that the coding used in the BLE
coded PHY not only improves the receiver sensitivity but also
improves its selectivity performance.

C. Verifying the Backscatter Range Model

We use a CC2640R2F launchpad board as the receiver (RX
board) and generate the CW excitation signal with another
CC2640R2F chip connected to a SKY66403-11 [3] power
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Fig. 6: Backscatter BER at various tag locations using 125Kbps BLE coded PHY.

amplifier (TX board) with maximum 18 dBm output power.
We use omnidirectional antennas with -0.5dBi average gain in
the X-Y plane for all devices [4]. All the devices are placed
on tripods 1.6m above the ground.

First, we place the tag at a fixed distance from the TX
and move the RX away from the tag, along a straight line,
to measure the maximum communication range similar to
other bistatic backscatter works. We set the RX frequency
at 2440 MHz and the TX frequency at 2443.5 MHz. The
results are shown in Fig. 5. The multipath fading in the
long corridor where the test is happened helps to attenuate
the interference at chosen locations and extend the range
close to sensitivity limits. Our backscatter system achieves a
maximum communication range of 38m in line-of-sight, which
is comparable to other reported backscatter systems using BLE
[14, 36].

Next, we set the tag to generate BLE packets with BLE
coded PHY continuously. Each packet has 18 bytes of prede-
fined payload. To minimize the effect of frequency-selective
path loss on the experiment results, we sweep the receiver
frequency from 2402 MHz to 2476 MHz in 75 steps. At each
frequency, the RX board first sends out a BLE packet to the
TX board to set the frequency and excitation power. Then
the TX board generates a CW signal at a 3.5 MHz offset
to BLE center frequency for 200 ms, while the RX board
listens for the incoming BLE packets. Once a BLE packet is
received, the RX board sends that to a PC through a serial
link. After the sweep is completed, the PC calculates the BER
based on all the successfully received packets. We perform the
test with BLE coded PHY for TX-RX distance equal to 9 m
and 2 m. In each test, we place the TX board and RX board
at fixed locations and move the tag to different locations in
their vicinity. At each location, we calculate the backscatter
link BER using the explained procedure, and the result is
shown in Fig. 6 with a green star if the BER < 1% or a red
dot if the BER > 1%. The model contour is plotted using
the equations described in section II with PTX = 18 dBm,
Pmin = −103 dBm, Sel = 48 dB, Losstag = 4 dB.
In both tests, the selectivity criterion is the dominant factor
in limiting the backscatter communication range, while the
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Fig. 7: BLE 1M PHY Backscatter BER vs RF excitation
power at different distances. The jump in BER between
2.5dBm and 6dBm can be explained by the sharp drop in
receiver selectivity due to increased interference.

sensitivity criterion overestimates the communication range in
both measurements.

D. Excitation Power Effect on Communication Range

The CC2640R2F sensitivity in the BLE 1M PHY mode is
heavily dependant on the interference signal, specifically at
interference levels close to -43 dBm and -23 dBm, as shown
in Fig. 4. We design an experiment to visualize the effect of
this dependence on the backscatter communication range in
a real-world scenario. We place the TX and RX boards two
meters away from each other, at (-1,0) and (1,0) coordinates
in the X-Y plane, and move the tag along the Y-axis. At each
location, we follow the same procedure to calculate the BER
at nine different power levels from -6 dBm to 18 dBm. The
resulted BER is shown in Fig. 7

The results in Fig. 7 show a sudden increase in BER
when we increase excitation power from 2.5 dBm to 6 dBm.
Our measurement results in Fig 4 indicates a drop in the
receiver selectivity when interference power is -43 dBm that
explains the BER jump. The path loss between TX and RX



boards is 46 dB, so increasing the excitation power from
2.5 dBm to 6 dBm, increases the interference level from -
43.5 dBm to -40 dBm. The BER decreases as we increase
excitation power beyond 6 dBm, which is due to the improved
receiver selectivity when interference power increases beyond
-43 dBm. When the tag is located precisely between the TX
and RX boards (yellow line), we do not see the BER jump,
possibly because the tag blocks the line of sight path between
the TX and RX boards.

As the excitation power increases beyond 6 dBm, the BER
is again decreasing, which matches our expectation from the
selectivity result we measured in Fig. 4. This test highlights
an important concept in backscatter communication. Based on
the receiver specifications and the TX, RX, and tag relative
distances, the excitation power should be controlled accurately
to achieve the best communication range and lowest BER.
Increasing excitation power does not necessarily improve the
system performance.

IV. RELATED WORKS

This work is related to previous works on bistatic backscat-
ter communication. Recent efforts have shown backscatter
systems compatible with wireless standards such as WiFi [20,
17, 8, 38, 36, 37], Bluetooth [14, 17, 36], Zigbee [21] and
LoRa [32, 25].

Long-range backscatter systems are introduced in [32, 34,
25]. These works rely on better propagation characteristics
of the 900 MHz ISM band compared to the 2.4 GHz band
to achieve a more extended communication range. LoRa
Backscatter [32] uses a Chirp Spread Spectrum (CSS) mod-
ulated signal and a SX1276 LoRa receiver with -149 dBm
sensitivity to achieve 1m-2800m asymmetric range and 237m
symmetric range. 1 The receiver used in this work has 94 dB
blocking immunity for CW interferers at 2 MHz frequency
offset, which helps to relax the selectivity requirement in
equation 5 and extend the system communication range.
LoRea [34] uses Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) modulation
and a CC1310 receiver with -124 dBm sensitivity to achieve
1m-3400m asymmetric range and 75m symmetric range. This
work uses a 100 KHz subcarrier frequency modulation in the
backscatter tag. The CC1310 receiver interference tolerance
at 100 KHz is 56 dB, which could be the limiting factor
in the communication range if the TX and RX are in line
of sight. These works do not discuss the cases that place a
more stringent requirement on the receiver selectivity, such
as when the tag is not directly between the transmitter and
receiver, or when the transmitter and receiver are placed near
each other. On the other hand, our analytical model verified by
the measurement results could estimate the bistatic backscatter
communication range for all these cases.

1By asymmetric range we refer to the measurement that the tag is placed
closer to the transmitter. The first number is the transmitter-tag distance, and
the second number is the tag-receiver distance. By symmetric range, we refer
to the measurement that the tag is placed half-way between the transmitter
and receiver.

Bluetooth based backscatter systems are demonstrated
in [13, 14, 17, 36, 28, 27, 19]. BLE uses GFSK modulation,
so a BLE compatible backscatter tag requires a frequency-
modulated waveform to represent bits ’0’ and ’1’. [14] uses
an analog oscillator to control an RF switch connected to the
antenna. The oscillator frequency changes by changing the
oscillator’s LC tank capacitance. The center frequency is set
to cover BLE advertising channels 37 and 38. Using a single
oscillator guarantees phase continuity, but an analog oscillator
frequency is not accurate and might vary with temperature
and voltage variation. [28] uses digitally generated 4.56MHz
and 5MHz subcarriers to represent bits ’0’ and ’1’. At least a
50MHz (10 times 5, 11 times 4.56) reference clock is required
to generate these two frequencies from a reference clock inside
the FPGA, which could increase tag power consumption. Inter-
technology backscatter [17] uses a BLE packet as the CW
excitation source for a Wi-Fi backscatter tag. A uniquely
designed BLE packet payload is used that results in all bits
to be ’0’ or ’1’. FreeRider [36] uses a codeword translation
technique to convert one BLE packet to another BLE packet.
It can use any commercial BLE device as the excitation source
instead of a CW source. However, the maximum throughput
is limited to 62 Kbps, which is 16 times lower than the works
that use a CW excitation source.

[19] highlights the effect of frequency and antenna diver-
sity on the reliability of a BLE backscatter link and intro-
duces a closed-loop parameter selection algorithm to improve
backscatter communication reliability in multipath-rich indoor
environments. The closed-loop algorithm accounts for the
effects of both receiver sensitivity and selectivity in selecting
communication parameters.

Bistatic backscatter is successfully used in many appli-
cations [31, 18, 33, 24, 23, 22, 30, 9, 12, 29]. For ex-
ample, [31] introduces battery-free video streaming uses a
bistatic backscatter system to send video frames to a base
station. In order to relax the selectivity requirement, subcarrier
modulation is used to shift the data spectrum away from
the excitation signal. Also, the TX and RX use directional
patch antennas with specific geometric placement to further
minimize the excitation signal interference at the receiver. The
reported range for this system is 150 ft and mainly limited by
the sensitivity factor.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a model for the backscatter communi-
cation range that considers both receiver sensitivity and selec-
tivity requirements. We derive numerical equations for both
requirements and show that either could limit the backscatter
communication range based on the receiver specifications
and the relative placement of the devices. We verify our
models using a commercial low-cost BLE transceiver and a
custom design BLE backscatter tag. To eliminate the effect
of frequency dependant fading on the results, we sweep the
frequency across the 2.44GHZ ISM band in our measurements.
We also point out to the receiver selectivity dependence on
the interference power for the selected BLE transceiver and
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demonstrate the effect of excitation power on the backscatter
BER and communication range.
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